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Three members of our investment team are recently back from the
37th Annual Growth Stock Conference hosted by William Blair in
Chicago. We first attended this gathering more than twenty years
ago. It was a good source of investment ideas then, but today
we’d label it the premier generalist investment conference focused
on quality growth companies and industries. This year we saw
senior management from 72 companies present the fundamentals
of their businesses and long term growth opportunities. Three key
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and interrelated themes ran through the presentations which make us optimistic about the three to five year
outlook for technology:

Enduring trends in digital innovation have resulted in a confluence of technologies that’s enabling a wave of
economic value creation. The plunging cost of computing power, analytics, communications, data storage
and sensors has made it possible to record and process huge volumes of information about human behavior
and physical systems. Almost every company presentation made reference to the ongoing “digital
transformation” of business – regardless of industry. Some are employing digital technologies to control
costs and improve quality (example: industrial automation), while others are using them to drive growth
(example: customer relationship management software). Many are doing both. Virtually every business can
be reimagined and reconfigured. We believe this creates a big opportunity that is highly deflationary.

Data is the new oil (even for energy companies). The rate of new data creation is accelerating and owning
user or activity data is becoming a competitive advantage. Moreover, the combination of very large data sets
and cheap, abundant computing power has spawned new markets for software analytics based on artificial
intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL). Increasingly, machines are proving better,
faster and cheaper than humans at a variety of business processes and tasks.

Interaction between the analog world (the “real” world) and the digital world is becoming more
pervasive. Examples range from machine vision to voice recognition and power management. It is our
expectation that the semiconductor content of the world around us will continue to rise and drive unit
volume growth for companies with mixed signal (both analog and digital circuits on a single chip) and sensor
expertise.

We believe these themes will drive growth in demand, and fuel growth in earnings for a wide number of
companies that innovate and are in the mainstream of these trends. The opportunities are diverse. We already
own a number of leading companies in this area, but the prospect list grows. It’s been a number of years since
we have seen as many companies with such solid business models and excellent growth potential.

*Statements regarding current conditions, trends, or expectations in connection with the financial markets or the global economy are based on subjective
viewpoints and may be incorrect. This material is not intended to be investment advice or a recommendation of any security or investment strategy. The opinions
expressed herein are a reflection of Fiera Capital's views and opinions at the time this document is compiled, are subject to change at any time without prior
notice, cannot be guaranteed as being accurate, and any obligation to update or alter forward-looking statements as a result of new information or future events
is disclaimed. Furthermore, these views are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any individual investment strategy or style, security,
asset class, or the markets generally.
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